We give a calculus for reasoning about the first-order fragment of classical logic that is adequate for giving the truth conditions of intuitionistic Kripke frames, and outline a proof-theoretic soundness and completeness proof, which we believe is conducive to automation.
Proposition 1. A formula in PSF is either of the form Rxy or has at most one free variable.
Proof. By induction on the structure of the formula.
We give the calculus G3c/PSF in Figure 1 , which is useful for reasoning about sequents of formulae in PSF. A variant of it was introduced in Rothenberg (2010) , based on ideas from a calculus for the guarded fragment (GF) of firstorder formulae given in Dyckhoff and Simpson (2006) .
The calculus G3c/PSF for sequents of partially shielded formulae.
In Figure 1 , the variable y is fresh for the conclusion of the R∀ → rule, and that ∀y. . . . in the premisses of the L∀ → and R∀ → rules is an abbreviation of "∀y.(Rxy ∧ A{y}) → B{y}".
Proposition 2 (Standard Structural Rules, Rothenberg (2010) ). The following rules are admissible in G3c/PSF:
Future Work
We expect that adapting this work to single-succedent calculi, e.g. G3ip (Troelstra and Schwichtenberg, 2000), should be straightforward. An obvious extension is to adapt this work to hypersequent calculi for superintuitionistic logics, e.g. in (Avron, 1991) . For logics with geometric Kripke semantics (Rothenberg, 2010) , this should be straightforward. This work can be adapted to cut-free sequent calculi for modal logics in a straightforward manner, using similar calculi for guarded formulae, such as Dyckhoff and Simpson (2006) . The reader is also referred to Ohlbach et al. (2001) for related work.
Adapting this work to extensions of Gentzen calculi should be possible, by applying translations of their data structures into sequents of PSF, and using a limited form of proof search on schematic rules. (Such work may be easier, if the data structure allows relations between points in a Kripke frame to be explicit.) Theorem 8 may be extended to HG ⊢ (Γ ⇒ ∆)
• iff G3c/PSF ⊢ Γ ⇒ ∆, where (Γ ⇒ ∆)
• is a translation from sequents of PSF into hypersequents, based on the "transitive unfolding" procedure from (Rothenberg, 2010) .
